Draft Agenda: POGO – 11 Meeting,
Dates: 26 – 28 Jan, 2010
Venue: Hotel Sputnik, Moscow, Russia

26 Jan, Tuesday, Morning

09:00-12:00 Scientific Session at Shirshov Institute of Oceanology

Bus from Hotel Sputnik to Shirshov Institute
Presentations on ocean research carried out by various divisions of the Shirshov Institute
Return by bus to Hotel Sputnik

[For POGO Executive Committee: Meeting from 09:00 – 12:00 at Shirshov Institute of Oceanology]

26 Jan, Tuesday, Afternoon
Venue: Hotel Sputnik

13:30 – 14:15 Inauguration: Chair Robert Nigmatulin

Welcome: Academician Robert Nigmatulin, Director of SIO
Logistics: Sergei Shapovalov
Approval of Minutes of the Tenth Meeting of POGO: Kiyoshi Suyehiro
Introductory Remarks: Kiyoshi Suyehiro
Adoption of Agenda: Kiyoshi Suyehiro
Report on Actions from POGO 10: Kiyoshi Suyehiro

14:15-17:00 Infrastructure for Ocean Observations: Chair Michael Purdy

Time Series – OceanSITES: Tony Knap
The US Ocean Observatory Initiative: Susan Avery
Time Series – Station M: Einar Svendsen
PML Observing Programme: Steve de Mora
Shelf Seas Observing Systems: Andrew Willmott
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF INFRASTRUCTURE ISSUES

17:00 – 17:30 Ocean Observations: Chair Susan Avery

KORDI Observing Programme - GAIA: Jae Hak Lee
Observing Programmes and Capacity Building at First Institute of Oceanography: Gongke Tan

18:00 Reception
27 Jan, Wednesday  
Venue: Hotel Sputnik

09:00 – 10:30 **Ocean Observations (cont.):** Chair Susan Avery  
Venice Meeting and Sequel: Boram Lee  
Baker Report to IOC: Howard Roe  
Quiet Ocean Experiment: Jesse Ausubel/David Farmer  
**GENERAL DISCUSSION ON OCEAN OBSERVATIONS**

11:00 – 12:30 **New Oceanographic Facilities:** Chair Jung-Keuk Kang  
KAUST - Red Sea Research Center: Georgyi Stenchikov/Susan Avery  
Developments in Australia: Mark Gibbs  
Observing Capacity Building in China: Sun Song  
Cruise Information Database: Andrew Willmott  
**GENERAL DISCUSSION ON FACILITIES**

14:00-15:30 **Observing in Extreme Environments:** Chair Sergei Shapovalov  
Deep Carbon Observatory: Jesse Ausubel  
Polar Seas: Arctic Observations and IPY Follow-up: Sergei Shapovalov/Sergei Pisarev  
Polar Seas: SOOS (Southern Ocean Observing System): Mike Meredith/Nick Owens  
**GENERAL DISCUSSION ON EXTREME ENVIRONMENTS**

16:00-17:30 **Science Underpinning Policy:** Chair Steve de Mora  
Observing requirements related to Ocean Acidification: Einar Svendsen  
Observing requirements related to Ecosystem-based Management: Einar Svendsen  
Biological Observations Meeting, Venice (SCOR/CoML): Jesse Ausubel  
GEOBON (GEO Biodiversity Observation Network): Carlo Heip  
Core Observations, rationalising committees: Gregorio Parrilla  
**GENERAL DISCUSSION ON SCIENCE UNDERPINNING POLICY**

17:30 – 19:10 Avant-première of the movie “Océans” produced in partnership with the Census of Marine Life and the Sloan Foundation. Venue: Moscow Academy of Sciences

19:15 **Reception**
28 Jan, Thursday  
Venue: Hotel Sputnik

09:00-10:30 Future Developments in POGO (next ten years): Chair Peter Herzig

11:00-12:30 Research and Operational Oceanography in POGO: Chair Tony Knap

A general discussion of POGO scope

14:00 – 17:30 POGO Business: Chair Kiyoshi Suyehiro

The NF-POGO Centre of Excellence: Tony Knap & Gerry Plumley  
Venue and Dates of POGO-12 (provisionally January 2011): KORDI  
Yeosu Expo 2012: Hwang Kyu Yearn/Lee Seung Kyun/Kim Young So

POGO Budget: Kiyoshi Suyehiro  
GENERAL DISCUSSION  
Adoption of Actions: Kiyoshi Suyehiro  
Final Comments and closure

***************************************************************************

29 Jan, Friday

Tour of the Kremlin Sergey Shapovalov
Those participants who are staying on for an extra day, and would like to avail of the offer Sergey Shapovalov of a tour of the Kremlin, please inform Sergey smshap@ocean.ru accordingly.